ABSTRACT
The increasing amount of data that needs to be collected and analyzed requires large-scale datacenter architectures that are naturally more susceptible to faults of single components. One way to offer consistent services on such unreliable systems are replicated state machines (RSMs). Yet, traditional RSM protocols cannot deliver the needed latency and request rates for future large-scale systems. In this paper, we propose a new set of protocols based on Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) primitives. To assess these mechanisms, we use a strongly consistent key-value store; the evaluation shows that our simple protocols improve RSM performance by more than an order of magnitude. Furthermore, we show that RDMA introduces various new options, such as log access management. Our protocols enable operators to fully utilize the new capabilities of the quickly growing number of RDMA-capable datacenter networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of global data-analytics and web-services requires scaling single logical services to thousands of physical machines. Given the constant mean time between failures per server (≈2 years in modern datacenters [39]) the probability of a single-server failure grows dramatically; for example, a system with 1,000 servers would fail more than once a day if a single server failure causes a global system outage.

Replicated state machines (RSMs) prevent such global outages and can hide server failures while ensuring strong consistency of the overall system. RSMs are often at the core of global-scale services (e.g., in Google’s Spanner [9] or Yahoo!’s Zookeeper [20]). However, typical RSM request rates are orders of magnitude lower than the request rates of the overall systems. Thus, highly scalable systems typically utilize RSMs only for management tasks and improve overall performance by relaxing request ordering [11] which implicitly shifts the burden of consistency management to the application layer. Yet, many services, such as airline reservation systems, require a consistent view of the complete distributed database at very high request rates [41].

To ensure strong consistency, RSMs usually rely on a distinguished server—the leader—to order incoming requests [20, 29, 35]. Moreover, before answering a request, the leader must replicate the enclosed state machine update on the remote servers; thus, efficient replication is critical for high performance. Existing TCP or UDP-based RSMs perform these remote updates through messages; thus, the CPUs of the remote servers are unnecessarily involved into the replication process. A more fitting approach is to use remote direct memory access (RDMA): RDMA allows the leader to directly access the memory of the remote servers; thus, efficient replication is critical for high performance. Existing TCP or UDP-based RSMs perform these remote updates through messages; thus, the CPUs of the remote servers are unnecessarily involved into the replication process. A more fitting approach is to use remote direct memory access (RDMA): RDMA allows the leader to directly access the memory of the remote servers without involving their CPUs. The benefit of bypassing the remote CPUs is twofold: (1) the synchronization between the leader and the remote servers is reduced; and (2) while the leader handles requests, the remote servers can perform other operations, such as tacking checkpoints.

In this work, we utilize RDMA networking to push the limits of reliable high-performance RSM implementations by more than an order of magnitude. High-performance RDMA network architectures such as InfiniBand or RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) are quickly adopted in datacenter networking due to their relatively low cost and high performance. However, to exploit the whole potential of RDMA-capable networks, new algorithms need to be carefully designed for remote memory access. Indeed, simply emulating messages over RDMA (e.g., using the IPoIB protocol) leaves most of the performance potential untapped [16]. Our main contribution is a set of protocols for implementing high-performance RSMs by using RDMA techniques in unconventional ways.

We design a novel wait-free direct access protocol, called DARE (Direct Access REplication), that uses RDMA features such as QP disconnect (§3.2.1) and QP timeouts (§3.4, §4), in atypical ways to ensure highest performance and reliability. For performance, DARE replicates state machine updates entirely through RDMA (§3.3.1); also, it proposes efficient RDMA algorithms for leader election and failure detection. For reliability, DARE builds on a detailed failure-model for RDMA networks that considers CPU, NIC, net-
work, and memory failures separately (§ 5). Our implementation of DARE improves the latency compared to existing RSM protocols by up to 35 times and continues operation after a leader failure in less than 35ms.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

- a complete RDMA RSM protocol and open-source reference implementation using InfiniBand (§ 3);
- an RDMA performance model of DARE in a failure-free scenario (§ 3.3.3);
- a failure model for RDMA systems in which we analyze both the availability and reliability of DARE (§ 5);
- a detailed performance analysis showing that our protocol has between 22 and 35 times lower latency than existing approaches (§ 6);
- a demonstration how DARE can be used to implement a strongly-consistent key-value store (§ 6).

2. BACKGROUND

Replicated state machines (RSMs) [40] provide reliable distributed services [24]. They replicate a (potentially infinite) state machine (SM), such as a key-value store, over a group of servers. A server consists of one or more processors that share the same volatile memory; also, it acts as an endpoint in the system’s interconnection network. The servers update their SM replicas by applying RSM operations. Usually, they store the RSM operations into buffers—the local logs. Then, they apply each operation in order. For consistency, the logs must contain the same sequence of operations. Thus, the servers must agree on each RSM operation’s position in the log; that is, they need to reach consensus.

2.1 Consensus

We consider a group of $P$ servers out of which at most $f$ are faulty. We assume a fail-stop model: A faulty server operates correctly until it fails and once it fails, it can no longer influence the operation of other servers in the group. A server that did not fail is called non-faulty.

In the consensus problem, each server has an input and an initially unset output. The servers propose their inputs; then, they irreversibly decide upon a value for the outputs such that three conditions are satisfied—agreement, validity, and termination. Agreement requires any two non-faulty servers to decide the same; validity requires that if all the inputs are the same the value decided upon is the common input; and termination requires that any non-faulty server decides. The three conditions ensure the main properties of consensus: safety and liveness [26]. Safety is provided by agreement and validity; liveness is provided by termination.

Also, it is common for consensus protocols to adopt a leader-based approach [20, 26, 29, 35]. Leader-based consensus protocols delegate the proposal and decision to a distinguished leader. The leader can both propose and decide upon values until the other servers decide to elect a new leader (§ 3.2).

The impossibility result of Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson, states that liveness cannot be ensured in an asynchronous model where servers can fail [14]. To overcome this result, we augment a synchronous model by a failure detector (FD)—a distributed oracle that provides (possible incorrect) information about faulty servers [6]. In particular, we use a $\mathcal{CP}$ FD, which satisfies both strong completeness and eventual strong accuracy. Strong completeness requires that eventually every faulty server is suspected to have failed by every non-faulty server. Eventual strong accuracy requires that eventually every non-faulty server is trusted by every non-faulty server. A $\mathcal{CP}$ FD guarantees the termination of leader-based consensus only if a majority of the servers are non-faulty [6].

Therefore, for the remainder of the paper, we consider a group of $P$ servers, out of which up to $f = \lfloor \frac{P}{2} \rfloor$ can fail.

2.2 RDMA overview

Remote Direct Memory Access is an interface that allows servers to access memory in the user-space of other servers. To enable this mechanism, two user-space processes establish so called Queue Pairs (QPs) and connect them; each QP is a logical endpoint for a communication channel. The remote access is fully performed by the hardware (using a reliable transport channel) without any interaction with the OS at the origin or target of the access. In this way, the NIC can be seen as a separate but limited processor that enables access to remote memory. This mechanism is fundamentally different from existing message-passing mechanisms where messages are processed by the main CPU. Thus, RDMA changes the system’s failure-characteristics: a CPU can fail but its memory is still remotely accessible (see Section 5).

Modern networks, such as InfiniBand, also offer unreliable datagram (UD) messaging semantics that support multicasting. We use these to simplify non-performance-critical parts of our protocol such as setup and interaction with clients.

2.3 Modeling RDMA performance

We estimate the performance of RDMA operations through a modified LogGP model [2]. The LogGP model consists of the following parameters: the latency $L$; the overhead $o$; the gap between messages $G$; the gap per byte for long messages $G$; and the number of processes (or servers) $P$. We make the common assumption that $o > G$ [2]; also, we assume that control packets, such as write acknowledgments and read requests, are of size one byte. Moreover, we readjust the model to fit the properties of RDMA communication. In particular, we make the following assumptions:

1. The overhead of the target of the access is negligible;
2. The latency of control packets is integrated into the latency of RDMA accesses;
3. For large RDMA accesses, the bandwidth increases after transferring the first MTU bytes;
4. For RDMA write operations, $L$, $G$, and $o$ depend on whether the data is sent inline; and
5. $o_p$ is the overhead of polling for completion.

Table 1 specifies the LogGP parameters for our system, i.e., a 12-node InfiniBand cluster (§ 6).

According to the assumptions above, the time of either writing or reading $s$ bytes through RDMA is estimated by

$$
\begin{align*}
& \begin{cases}
    o_p + L_{w} + (s - 1)G_{m} + o_p & \text{if inline} \\
    o + L + (s - 1)G + o_p & \text{if } s \leq m \\
    o + L + (m - 1)G + (s - m)G_{m} + o_p & \text{if } s > m,
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$o_p$</td>
<td>0.07μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>[0.29, 0.26, 0.36, 0.62, 0.47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>[1.38, 1.61, 0.93, 0.35, 0.54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{m}$</td>
<td>[0.75, 0.76, 2.21, 0.77, 1.92]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: LogGP parameters on our system.
where $m$ is the MTU of the system, $G$ is the gap per byte for the first $m$ bytes, and $G_m$ is the gap per byte after the first $m$ bytes. Besides RDMA operations, DARE uses also unreliable datagrams (UDs). To estimate the time of UD transfers, we use the original LogGP model; thus, the time of sending $s$ bytes over UD is
\[
\begin{align*}
2o_m + L_m + (s - 1)G_m & \text{ if inline,} \\
2o + L + (s - 1)G & \text{ otherwise.}
\end{align*}
\]
Both RDMA and UD models fit the data on our system with coefficients of determination larger than 0.99.

3. **THE DARE PROTOCOL**

DARE is an RSM protocol that solves consensus through a leader-based approach: A distinguished leader acts as the interface between clients and the SMs. When the leader is suspected to have failed, the servers elect another leader. Each election causes the beginning of a new term—a period of time in which at most one leader exits. A server that wins an election during a term becomes the leader of that term. Furthermore, to make progress, DARE requires the existence of a quorum; that is, at least $q = \left\lceil \frac{P}{F+1} \right\rceil$ servers must “agree” on the next term. This ensures that after any $f = \left\lfloor \frac{P}{Q} \right\rfloor$ failures there is still at least one non-faulty server that is aware of the previous step (since $q > f$). That server guarantees the safe continuation of the protocol.

Existing leader-based RSM protocols and implementations rely on message passing, often implemented over UDP or TCP channels \cite{9,20,29,35}. DARE replaces the message-passing mechanism with RDMA; it assumes that servers are connected through an interconnect with support for RDMA, such as InfiniBand. To our knowledge, DARE is the first RSM protocol that can exploit the whole potential of RDMA-capable networks. All of the main sub-protocols (see below) entail the design of special methods in order to support remotely accessible data structures; we detail the design of these methods in the following subsections.

**DARE outline.** We decompose the DARE protocol into three main sub-protocols that contribute to the implementation of an RSM:

- **Leader election:** the servers elect a distinguished server as their leader (§3.2).
- **Normal operation:** the leader applies RSM operations in a consistent manner (§3.3).
- **Group reconfiguration:** either the group’s membership or size changes (§3.4).

The first two sub-protocols—leader election and normal operation—are the essence of any leader-based RSM protocol; group reconfiguration is an extension that enables DARE to change the set of servers in the group. Figure 1 shows an outline of both leader election and normal operation.

All servers start in an idle state, in which they remain as long as a leader exists. When a server suspects the leader to have failed it starts a new election (left side of Figure 1). First, it proposes itself as the leader for the subsequent term by sending vote requests to the other servers. Then, the server either becomes leader after receiving votes from a quorum (itself included) or it starts a new election after timing out (§3.2). Note that if another server becomes leader, the server returns to the idle state.

Once a server becomes leader, it starts the normal operation protocol (right of Figure 1). In particular, it must ensure the consistency of the SM replicas. Thus, when it receives an RSM operation the leader replicates it on the other servers with the intention to commit it; for safety, an RSM operation is committed when it resides on at least a majority of servers. After an RSM operation is committed, the leader sends a reply to the client that sent the operation. Finally, a leader updates the leadership, if it is outdated. An outdated leader is a server that regards itself as leader, although another leader of a more recent term exists; for example, a temporary overload on the current leader can cause a majority of the servers to elect a new leader.

In the remainder of this section, we first present the basics of the DARE protocol (§3.1): we specify the internal state of a server; and we outline how both clients and servers interact with each other. Then, we describe in detail the three main sub-protocols of DARE: leader election; normal operation; and group reconfiguration.

3.1 DARE basics

3.1.1 Server internal state

The internal state of each server consists of four main data structures depicted in Figure 2: (1) the client SM; (2) the log; (3) the configuration; and (4) the control data. The SM is an opaque object that can be updated by the server through RSM operations received from clients. For consistency, servers apply the RSM operations in the same order; this is achieved by first appending the operations to the log.

The log is a circular buffer composed of entries that have sequential indices; each entry contains the term in which it was created. Usually, log entries store RSM operations that need to be applied to the SM; yet, some log entries are used by DARE for internal operations, such as log pruning (§3.3.2) and group reconfiguration (§3.4). Similar to
RSM operations, log entries are called committed if they reside on a majority of servers. The log is described by four dynamic pointers, which follow each other clockwise in a circle:

- **head** points to the first entry in the log; it is updated locally during log pruning (§3.3.2);
- **apply** points to the first entry that is not applied to the SM; it is updated locally;
- **commit** points to the first not-committed log entry; it is updated by the leader during log replication (§3.3.1);
- **tail** points to the end of the log; it is updated by the leader during log replication (§3.3.1).

The configuration data structure is a high level description of the group of servers. It contains four fields: the current group size $P$; a bitmask indicating the active servers; the new group size $P'$; and an identifier of the current state. Section 3.4 describes in detail the role of these fields in DARE’s group reconfiguration protocol.

Finally, the control data consists of a set of arrays that have an entry per server. One such array is the private data array that is used by servers as reliable storage (§3.2.3). Another example is the heartbeat array used by the leader to maintain its leadership (§4). We specify the rest of the arrays as we proceed with the description of the protocol.

In-memory data structures: benefits and challenges. The internal state of a DARE server consists of in-memory data structures. The benefit of an in-memory state is twofold. First, accessing in-memory data has lower latency than accessing on-disk data. Second, in-memory data structures can be remotely accessed through RDMA. In particular, in DARE, the leader uses the commit and tail pointers to manage the remote logs directly through RDMA. Thus, since the target servers are not active, they can perform other operations such as saving the SM on stable storage for higher reliability. Also, RDMA accesses are performed by the hardware without any interaction with the OS; this often leads to higher performance compared to message passing [16].

Yet, the in-memory approach entails that the entire state is volatile; thus, when high reliability is required, DARE uses raw replication. Raw replication makes an item of data reliable by scattering copies of it among different nodes. This approach can tolerate a number of simultaneous node failures equal to the numbers of copies. In Section 5, we discuss reliability in more details.

3.1.2 Communication interface

DARE relies on both unreliable and reliable communication. Unreliable communication is implemented over UD QPs, which support both unicast and multicast transfers. The multicast support makes UD QPs practical in the context of a dynamic group membership, where the identity of the servers may be unknown. Thus, we implement the interaction between group members and clients over UD QPs. Note that new servers joining the group act initially as clients and, thus, they also use the UD QPs to access the group (§3.4).

The InfiniBand architecture specification’s Reliable Connection (RC) transport mechanism does not lose packets [21]; therefore, DARE implements reliable communication over RC QPs. Since the servers need remote access to both the log and the control data, any pair of servers is connected by two RC QPs: (1) a control QP that grants remote access to the control data; and (2) a log QP that grants remote access to the local log (see Figure 2).

3.2 Leader election

We adopt a traditional leader election protocol to RDMA semantics: A server sends vote requests and it waits for votes from at least $\lceil P/2 \rceil$ servers, before it becomes the leader. In addition, a server cannot vote twice in the same term. Thus, DARE guarantees at most one leader per term.

In the remainder of this section, we describe our RDMA design of the voting mechanism. Figure 3 outlines this mechanism during a successful leader election in a group of three servers. Although our approach is similar to a message-passing one, it requires special care when managing the log accesses. In particular, by using RDMA semantics, the leader bypasses the remote CPUs when accessing their logs; as a result, the servers are unaware of any updates of their logs. This hinders the ability of a server to participate in elections. Thus, we first outline how DARE uses QP state transitions to allow servers to manage the remote access to their own memory; then, we describe the voting mechanism.

3.2.1 Managing log access

Once a QP is created, it needs to be transitioned through a sequence of states to become fully operational; moreover, at any time the QP can be locally reset to the original state, which is non-operational. Thus, DARE servers can decide on either exclusive local access or shared remote access. For exclusive local access, the QP is reset to the original non-operational state; while for remote log access, the servers move the QP in the ready-to-send state [21], which is fully-operational. Besides managing access to their logs, DARE servers use QP state transitions for both connecting and disconnecting servers during group reconfiguration (§3.4).

3.2.2 Becoming a candidate

The leader election protocol starts when a server suspects the leader to have failed. In Figure 3, server $p_1$ starts an election by revoking remote access to its log; this ensures that an outdated leader cannot update the log. Then, it proposes itself as a candidate for the leadership of the subsequent term. That is, it sends vote requests to the other servers: It updates its corresponding entry in the vote request array (one of the control data arrays) at all other servers by issuing RDMA write operations (see Figure 3). An entry in the vote request array consists of all the information a server requires to decide if it should vote for the candidate: the candidate’s current term and both the index and the term of the candidate’s last log entry (see Section 3.2.3).

Depending on the internal state of the candidate, we distinguish between three possible outcomes (depicted in the
left side of Figure 1): (1) the candidate becomes leader if it receives the votes from at least \( P/2 \) servers; (2) it decides to support the leadership of another candidate more suited to become leader (§3.2.3); or (3) otherwise, it starts another election after a timeout period. Note that the candidate restores remote log access for every server from which it received a vote; this ensures that a new leader can proceed with the log replication protocol (§3.3.1).

### 3.2.3 Answering vote requests

Servers not aware of a leader periodically check the vote request array for incoming requests. They only consider requests for the leadership of a higher (more recent) term than their own; on receiving a valid request, the servers increase their own term. In Figure 3, servers \( p_0 \) and \( p_2 \) receive vote requests from candidate \( p_1 \). Both servers grant their vote after first checking that the candidate’s latest log entry is at least as recent as their own; an entry is more recent than another if it has either a higher term or the same term but a higher index [35]. Checking the candidate’s log is essential for DARE’s safety; it ensures that the log of a leader contains the most recent entry among a majority of servers. Also, note that while performing the check, both servers need exclusive access to their own logs (see Figure 3).

A server’s volatile internal state introduces an additional challenge. The server may fail after voting for a candidate, and then, recover during the same term. If after recovery, it receives a vote request from another candidate, but for the same term, the server could grant its vote. Thus, two servers may become leaders during the same term, which breaks the safety of our protocol. To avoid such scenarios, prior to answering vote requests, each server makes its decision reliable by replicating it via the private data array (§3.1.1).

### 3.3 Normal operation

The normal operation protocol entails the existence of a sole leader that has the support of at least a majority of servers (including itself). The leader is responsible for three tasks: serving clients; managing the logs; and, if needed, reconfiguring the group. In the remainder of this section, we describe the first two tasks; we defer the discussion of group reconfiguration to Section 3.4. First we specify how clients interact with DARE. Then, we present a log replication protocol designed entirely for RDMA (§3.3.1); also, we outline a log pruning mechanism that prevents the overflowing of the logs. Finally, we provide an RDMA performance model of DARE during normal operation.

#### Client interaction

Clients interact with the group of servers by sending requests through either multicast or unicast. To identify the leader of the group, clients send their first request via multicast. Multicast requests are considered only by the leader. Once the leader replies, clients send subsequent requests directly to the leader via unicast. However, if the request is not answered in a predefined period of time, clients re-send the request through multicasting. Also, the current implementation assumes that a client waits for a reply before sending the subsequent request. Yet, DARE handles different clients asynchronously: The leader can execute, at the same time, requests from multiple clients. This increases the protocol’s throughput (see Figure 7b).

#### Write requests

Write requests may contain RSM operations that are not idempotent (i.e., they change the SM replicas every time they are applied). DARE ensures that each RSM operation is applied only once by enforcing linearizable semantics [19] through unique request IDs (as other RSM protocols). Furthermore, to increase the throughput of strongly consistent writes, DARE executes write requests in batches: The leader first appends the RSM operations of all consecutively received write requests to the log; then, it replicates all the entries at once.

#### Read requests

Read requests contain RSM operations that do not alter the SM. For such operations, replication is not required. For efficiency, the leader answers read requests directly from the local SM. Yet, to ensure that reads do not return stale data, DARE imposes two constraints: (1) an outdated leader cannot answer read requests; and (2) a leader with an outdated SM cannot answer read requests.

First, to verify whether a leader is outdated, DARE uses a property of leader election—any successful election requires at least a majority of servers to increase their terms (cf. §3.2.3). Therefore, before answering a read request, the leader reads the term of at least \( P/2 \) servers; if it finds no term larger than its own, then it can safely answer the read request. As an optimization, the leader verifies whether it is outdated only once for a batch of consecutively received read requests; thus, DARE’s read throughput increases.

Second, before answering a read request, the leader must ensure that all RSM operations stored in committed log entries are applied to the local SM. DARE guarantees that the leader’s log contains all the committed entries that store RSM operations not yet applied by all non-faulty servers (§4). However, a new leader may not be aware of all the committed entries (§3.3.1); thus, the local SM is outdated. As a solution, a new leader appends to its log an entry with no RSM operation. This starts the log replication protocol that commits also all the preceding log entries.

#### 3.3.1 Log replication

The core of the normal operation protocol is log replication—the leader replicates RSM operations on the other servers with the intention to commit them (see right side of Figure 1). In DARE, log replication is performed entirely through RDMA. The leader writes its own log entries into the logs of the remote servers. Yet, after a new leader is
elected, the logs can contain not-committed entries. These entries may differ from the ones stored at the same position in the leader’s log; for example, Figure 4a shows the logs after server p₁ becomes the leader of a group of three servers. Before a newly elected leader can replicate log entries, it must first remove all the remote not-committed entries. Therefore, we split the log replication protocol into two phases: (1) log adjustment; and (2) direct log update.

**Log adjustment.** One naïve approach to adjust a remote log is to set its tail pointer to the corresponding commit pointer. However, this may remove committed entries (see server p₀’s log in Figure 4a); as a result, a committed entry may no longer be replicated on a majority of servers, which breaks the safety of our protocol. A correct approach sets the remote tail pointer to the first not-committed entry; note that due to the “lazy” update of the commit pointers (see below), a server may not be aware of all its committed log entries. Thus, to adjust a remote log, the leader performs two subsequent RDMA accesses (labeled by a and b in Figure 5): (1) it reads the remote not-committed entries; and (2) it sets the remote tail pointer to the offset of the first non-matching entry when compared to its own log. In addition, the leader updates its own commit pointer. Figure 4b shows the logs of the three servers after the log adjustment phase is completed.

**Direct log update.** The second phase of log replication consists of three RDMA accesses (labeled by c, d and e in Figure 5). First, for each adjusted remote log, the leader writes all entries between the remote and the local tail pointers. Second, the leader updates the tail pointers of all the servers for which the first access completed successfully. To commit log entries, the leader sets the local commit pointer to the minimum tail pointer among at least a majority of servers (itself included). Finally, for the remote servers to apply the just committed entries, the leader “lazily” updates the remote commit pointers; by lazy update we mean that there is no need to wait for completion.

**Asynchronous replication.** During log replication, the leader handles the remote logs asynchronously. Figure 5 shows the RDMA accesses during log replication in a group of three servers. Once the leader receives the confirmation that server p₀’s log is adjusted, it starts updating it, although it is not yet aware that server p₂’s log is adjusted (the access is delayed). When the delayed access completes, the leader can also start the direct log update phase for server p₂. Furthermore, the leader commits its log entries after updating the tail pointer of server p₀ (since P = 3).

**RDMA vs. MP: log replication.** Replicating the logs through RDMA has several benefits over the more traditional message-passing approach. RDMA accesses remove the overhead on the target, which has two consequences: first, the leader commits RSM operations faster; and second, the servers are available for other tasks, such as recovery (§3.4). Moreover, RDMA allows for servers with a faulty CPU, but with both NIC and memory working, to be remotely accessible during log replication, hence, increasing both availability and reliability (§5). Finally, RDMA allows for efficient log adjustment. In DARE, log adjustment entails two RDMA accesses regardless of the number of non-matching log entries; yet, in Raft [35] for example, the leader must send a message for each non-matching log entry.

3.3.2 Log pruning: removing applied entries

Every server applies the RSM operations stored in the log entries between its apply and commit pointers; once an operation is applied, the server advances its apply pointer. When an RSM operation is applied by all the non-faulty servers in the group, the entry containing it can be removed from the log. Thus, the leader advances its own head pointer to the smallest apply pointer in the group; then, it appends to the log an HEAD entry that contains the new head pointer. Servers update their head pointer only when they encounter a committed HEAD entry; thus, all subsequent leaders will be aware of the updated head pointer. Furthermore, when the log is full the leader blocks until the remote servers advance their apply pointers. To avoid waiting, the leader can remove the server with the lowest apply pointer on the grounds that it hinders the performance of the entire group (cf. [10]).

3.3.3 An RDMA performance model

DARE is designed as a high-performance RSM protocol. Its performance is given by the request latency—the amount of time clients need to wait for requests to be answered. Client requests have two parts: (1) the UD transfer, which entails both sending the request and receiving a reply; and (2) the RDMA transfer, which consists of the leader’s memory access and the remote memory access. We use Equations (1) and (2) from Section 2.3 to estimate the latency of both UD and RDMA transfers; for readability, we consider the gap per byte G only for the s bytes of either the read or written data.

The UD transfer entails two messages: one short that is sent inline (request for reads and replies for writes); and one long that transfers the data. Thus, the latency of the UD transfer is bounded (due to the above simplification) by

\[ t_{UD} \geq 2a_m + L_m + \begin{cases} 2a_m + L_m + (s - 1)G_m & \text{if inline} \\ 2a + L + (s - 1)G & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

The latency introduced by RDMA accesses depends on the request type. For read requests, the leader needs to wait for at least \( q - 1 \) RDMA reads to complete (\( q = \lceil \frac{P + 1}{2} \rceil \)). Thus,
the latency of the RDMA transfer in case of read requests is bounded by 

\[
t_{RDMA/rd} \geq (q - 1)o + \max\{fo, L\} + (q - 1)o_p,
\]

where \( f \) is the maximum number of faulty servers; also, the max function indicates the overlap between the overhead of issuing the last \( f \) reads and the latency of the \((q - 1)\)st one.

For write requests, the leader needs to go through the steps of log replication. Yet, the logs are adjusted only once per term; thus, assuming a fairly stable leader, the latency of log adjustment is negligible. During the direct log update phase, the leader accesses the logs of at least \( q - 1 \) servers; for each, it issues three subsequent RDMA write operations (see Figure 5). Thus, the latency of the RDMA transfer in case of a write request is bounded by 

\[
t_{RDMA/wr} \geq 2(q - 1)o_m + L_m + 2(q - 1)o_p + \begin{cases} 
(q - 1)o_m + \max\{fo_m, L_m + (s - 1)G_m\} & \text{if inline} \\
(q - 1)o + \max\{fo, L + (s - 1)G\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases},
\]

where similar to read requests, the max function indicates the overlap between the last \( f \) log update operations and the latency of the \((q - 1)\)st one. Figure 7a compares these bounds with measurements gathered on our system (§ 6).

### 3.4 Group reconfiguration

DARE is intended for dynamical environments where servers can fail at any time. Thus, the group of servers can modify both its membership and its size; we refer to this as group reconfiguration. DARE handles group reconfigurations through the configuration data structure (§ 3.1.1). A configuration can be in three states: a stable state that entails a group of \( P \) servers with the non-faulty servers indicated by a bitmask; an extended state used for adding servers to a full group (see below); and a transitional state that allows for the group to be resized without interrupting normal operation [35]. The last two states require the new group size \( P' \) to be set.

We define three operations that are sufficient to describe all group reconfiguration scenarios: (1) remove a server; (2) add a server; and (3) decrease the group size. For example, since a server’s internal state is volatile, a transient failure entails removing a server followed by adding it back; also, increasing the size entails adding a server to a full group. The three operations can be initiated only by a leader in a stable configuration. Each operation may entail multiple phases. Yet, each phase contains the following steps: the leader modifies its configuration; then, it appends to the log an entry that contains the updated configuration (a CONFIG entry); and once the CONFIG entry is committed, the phase completes and a possible subsequent phase can start. Note that when a server encounters a CONFIG log entry, it updates its own configuration accordingly regardless of whether the entry is committed. In the remainder of this section, we first describe how DARE implements the three operations; then, we outline how a server recovers its internal state. If not stated otherwise, we assume all configurations to be stable.

#### Removing a server.

A server may be removed in one of the following cases: the log is full and cannot be pruned (§ 3.3.2); the group size is decreased; or the leader suspects the server to have failed. The leader detects failed (or unavailable) servers by using the QP timeouts provided by the RC transport mechanism [21]. In all cases, removing a server is a single-phase operation. First, the leader disconnects its QPs (§ 3.2.1) with the server. Then, it updates the bitmask of its configuration accordingly; also, it adds a CONFIG log entry with the updated configuration. Finally, once the log entry is committed, the server is removed.

#### Adding a server.

Adding a server to a group is similar to removing a server; the only difference is that the QPs with the server must be connected instead of disconnected. Yet, if the group is full, adding a server requires first to increase the group size, which, without previously adding a server, decreases the fault-tolerance of the group. Intuitively, this is because the new group starts already with a failure since the new server is not yet added. Thus, adding a server to a full group is a three-phase operation: (1) adding the server; (2) increasing the group size; (3) stabilizing the configuration.

First, the leader establishes a reliable connection with the server; also, it creates an extended configuration with \( P' = P + 1 \). This configuration allows the added server to recover; yet, the server cannot participate in DARE’s sub-protocols. Second, the leader increases the group size without interrupting normal operation [35]. In particular, it moves the configuration to a transitional state, in which all servers are participating in DARE’s sub-protocols. The servers form two groups—the original group of \( P \) server and the new group of \( P' \) servers; majorities from both groups are required for both electing a leader and committing a log entry. Finally, the leader stabilizes the configuration: It sets \( P \) to the new size \( P' \) and it moves back into the stable state.

#### Decreasing the group size.

Usually, adding more servers leads to higher reliability (see Figure 6); yet, it also decreases the performance, since more servers are required to form a majority. Thus, DARE allows the group size to be decreased. Decreasing the group size is a two-phase operation: first, the leader creates a transitional configuration that contains both the old and the new sizes; and then, it stabilizes it by removing the extra servers from the end of the old configurations.

#### Recovery.

When added to the group, a server needs to recover its internal state before participating in DARE’s sub-protocols; in particular, it needs to retrieve both the SM and the log. To retrieve the SM, the new server asks any server, except for the leader, to create a snapshot of its SM; then, it reads the remote snapshot. Once the SM is recovered, the server reads the committed log entries of the same server. After it recovers, the server sends a vote to the leader as a notification that it can participate in log replication. Note that the recovery is performed entirely through RDMA.

#### RDMA vs. MP: recovery.

Our RDMA approach reduces the impact of recovery on normal operation. The reason for this is twofold. First, contrary to message-passing RSMs, in DARE, the leader manages the logs directly without involving the CPUs of the remote servers; thus, servers can create a snapshot of their SM without interrupting normal operation. Second, the new server can retrieve both the SM and the log of a remote server directly through RDMA.

### 4. DARE: SAFETY AND LIVENESS

#### Safety argument.

In addition to the safety requirement of consensus (§ 2.1), DARE guarantees the RSM safety property: each SM replica applies the same sequence of RSM operations. DARE exhibits similar properties as existing RSM protocols. In particular, DARE satisfies two properties: (1) two logs with an identical entry have all the preceding en-
tries identical as well; and (2) every leader’s log contains all already-committed entries. The two properties are sufficient to argue the RSM safety property [35]. We omit the details because of space limitations; yet, they are available in an extended technical report [38].

**Liveness argument.** DARE guarantees liveness. Our argument relies on the following properties: (1) a quorum is always possible, since at most \(\frac{n-1}{2}\) servers are faulty; and (2) faulty-leaders are detected through a \(\sigma P\) FD (i.e., eventual strong accuracy and strong completeness [6]). Thus, eventually, a non-faulty leader is not suspected for sufficiently long so that it can make progress. Also, a faulty-leader is eventually detected by all the non-faulty servers; thus, a leader election starts. By using randomized timeouts for restarting the election [35], DARE ensures that a leader is eventually elected. For details, we refer the reader to the technical report [38]. Further, we describe how we utilize InfiniBand’s timeout mechanisms [21] to obtain a model of partial synchrony [6] required by a \(\sigma P\) FD. Also, we outline how to implement a \(\sigma P\) FD with RDMA-semantics.

**Synchronicity in RDMA networks.** Synchronicity in the context of processors implies that there is a fixed bound on the time needed by a processor to execute any operation; intuitively, this guarantees the responsiveness of non-faulty processors. Since DARE uses RDMA for log replication, the processors are the NICs of the servers. These NICs are special-purpose processors that are in charge solely of the delivery of network packets at line-rate; that is, NICs avoid nondeterministic behavior, such as that introduced by preemption in general-purpose CPUs. Therefore, we can assume a bound on the execution time of NIC operations.

Synchronous communication requires a bound on the time within which any packet is delivered to a non-faulty server. Time can generally not be bound in complex networks, however, datacenter networks usually deliver packets within a tight time bound. InfiniBand’s reliable transport mechanism does not lose packets and notifies the user if the transmission experiences unrecoverable errors [21]: It uses Queue Pair timeouts that raise unrecoverable errors in the case of excessive contention in the network or congestion at the target. Thus, the RC service of InfiniBand offers a communication model where servers can ascertain deterministically if a packet sent to a remote server was acknowledged within a bounded period of time.

**Leader failure detection.** The \(\sigma P\) FD used by DARE to detect failed leaders is based on an heartbeat mechanism implemented with RDMA semantics. Initially, every server suspects every other server to have failed. Then, the leader starts sending periodic heartbeats by writing its own term in the remote heartbeat arrays (§3.1.1). Every other server checks its heartbeat array regularly, with a period \(\Delta\): First, it selects the heartbeat with the most recent term; then, it compares this term with its own. If the terms are equal, then the leader is non-faulty; thus, the server extends its support. If its own term is smaller, then a change in leadership occurred; thus, the server updates its own term to indicate its support. Otherwise, the server assumes the leader has failed; thus, the strong completeness property holds [6].

In addition, when a server finds an heartbeat with a term smaller than its own, it first increments \(\Delta\) to ensure that eventually a non-faulty leader will not be suspected; thus, the eventual strong accuracy property holds [6]. Then, it informs the owner of the heartbeat that it is an outdated leader, so it can return to the idle state (see Figure 1).

## 5. FINE-GRAINED FAILURE MODEL

As briefly mentioned in Section 2.2, RDMA requires a different view of a failing system than message passing. In message passing, a failure of either the CPU or OS (e.g., a software failure) disables the whole node because each message needs both CPU and memory to progress. In RDMA systems, memory may still be accessed even if the CPU is blocked (e.g., the OS crashed) due to its OS bypass nature.

To account for the effects of RDMA, we propose a failure model that considers each individual component—CPU, main memory (DRAM), and NIC—separately. We make the common assumption that each component can fail independently of the other components in the system [5,33]; for example, the CPU may execute a failed instruction in the OS and halt, the NIC may encounter too many bit errors to continue, or the memory may fail ECC checks. We also make the experimentally verified assumption that a CPU/OS failure does not influence the remote readability of the memory. Finally, we assume that the network (consisting of links and switches) can also fail.

Various sources provide failure data of systems and system components [12,18,31,36]. Yet, systems range from very reliable ones with AFRs per component below 0.2% [31] to relatively unreliable ones with component failure log events at an annual rate of more than 40% [18] (here we assume that a logged error impacted the function of the device). Thus, it is important to observe the reliability of the system that DARE is running on and adjust the parameters of our model accordingly. For the sake of presentation, we pick the worst case for DARE, i.e., the highest component errors that we found in the literature. Table 2 specifies this for the main components over a period of one 24 hours.

### Availability: zombie servers.

We refer to servers with a blocked CPU; but with both a working NIC and memory as zombie servers. Zombie servers account for roughly half of the failure scenarios (cf. Table 2). Due to their non-functional CPU, zombie servers cannot participate in some protocols, such as leader election. Yet, DARE accesses remote memory through RDMA operations that consume no message passing, a failure of either the CPU or OS (e.g., a software failure) disables the whole node because each message needs both CPU and memory to progress. In RDMA systems, memory may still be accessed even if the CPU is blocked (e.g., the OS crashed) due to its OS bypass nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>AFR</th>
<th>MTTF</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network [12,17]</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>876,000</td>
<td>4-nines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC [12,17]</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>876,000</td>
<td>4-nines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM [18]</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
<td>22,177</td>
<td>2-nines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU [18]</td>
<td>41.9%</td>
<td>20,906</td>
<td>2-nines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server [17,39]</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>18,304</td>
<td>2-nines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Worst case scenario reliability data. The reliability is estimated over a period of 24 hours and expressed in the “nines” notation; the MTTF is expressed in hours.
raw replication. In particular, DARE uses raw replication in two situations: (1) explicitly by a server before answering a vote request during leader election; and (2) implicitly by the leader during log replication. In both situations, at least $q = \left\lceil \frac{n}{P} \right\rceil$ replicas are created. Thus, DARE’s reliability is given by the probability that no more than $q - 1$ servers experience a memory failure (cf. Table 2, the failures probabilities of both NIC and network are negligible).

We propose a model that considers the components as part of non-repairable populations: Having experienced a failure, the same component can rejoin the system; yet, it is treated as a new individual of the population. We use basic concepts of probability to estimate the likelihood that no more than $q - 1$ out of $P$ components are unavailable; for details see [38]. To estimate DARE’s reliability, we use the data from Table 2 under the assumption that all components are modeled by exponential LDMs. Figure 6 plots the reliability as a function of the group size. Of particular interest is the decrease in reliability when the group size increases from an even to an odd value. This is expected since the group has one more server, but the size of a quorum remains unchanged. Also, Figure 6 compares the reliability of our in-memory approach with the one achieved by stable storage; the disk AFRs are according to [36]. We observe that for a group size of 7, DARE can achieve higher reliability than disks with RAID-5 [7], while 11 servers are sufficient to overpass the reliability of disks with RAID-6 [37].

6. EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of DARE in a practical setting. We use a 12-node InfiniBand cluster; each node has an Intel E5-2609 CPU clocked at 2.40GHz. The cluster is connected with a single switch using a single Mellanox QDR NIC (MT27500) at each node. Moreover, the nodes are running Linux, kernel version 3.12.18. DARE is implemented in C and relies on two libraries: libibverbs, an implementation of the RDMA verbs for InfiniBand; and libev, a high-performance event loop. Each server runs an instance of DARE; yet, each server is single-threaded. Finally, to compile the code, we used gcc version 4.8.2.

We consider a key-value store (KVS) as the client SM: Clients access data through 64-byte keys. Moreover, since clients send requests through UD, the size of a request is limited by the network’s MTU (i.e., 4096 bytes). Henceforth, we only state the size of the data associated with a key. The structure of this section is as follows: first, we evaluate both the latency and the throughput of DARE; then we analyze the throughput for different workloads; finally, we compare the performance of DARE with other protocols and implementations, such as ZooKeeper [20].

Latency. DARE is designed as a high-performance RSM. Figure 7a shows the latency of both write and read requests (gets and puts in the context of a KVS). In the benchmark, a single client reads and writes objects of varying size to/from a group of five servers. Each measurement is repeated 1,000 times; the figure reports the median and both the 2nd and the 98th percentiles. DARE has a read latency of less than 8μs; the write latency is, with 15μs, slightly higher because of the higher complexity of log replication. Also, Figure 7a evaluates the model described in Section 3.3.3. Of particular interest is the difference between our model and the measured write latency. In practice, the small RDMA overhead (≈ 0.3μs) implies that a slight computational overhead may cause more than $\lfloor P/2 \rfloor$ servers to go through log replication; as a result, the write latency increases.

Throughput. We analyze DARE’s throughput in a group of three servers that receives requests from up to nine clients. We calculate the throughput by sampling the number of answered requests in intervals of 10ms. For 2048-byte requests, DARE achieves a maximum throughput of 760 MiB/s for reads and 470 MiB/s for writes. Furthermore, Figure 7b shows how the throughput (for 64-byte requests) increases with the number of clients. The reason for the increase is twofold: (1) DARE handles requests from different clients asynchronously; and (2) DARE batches requests together to reduce the latency. Therefore, with 9 clients, DARE answers over 720,000 read requests per seconds and over 460,000 write requests per second.

Further, we study the effect of a dynamic group membership on DARE’s performance. In particular, Figure 8a shows the write throughput (for 64-byte requests) during a series of group reconfiguration scenarios. First, two servers are subsequently joining an already full group causing the size to increase; this implies that more servers are needed for a majority; hence, the throughput decreases. Also, note that the two joins cause a brief drop in throughput, but no unavailability. Then, the leader fails causing a short period of unavailability (i.e., around 30ms) until a new leader is elected; this is followed by a brief drop in performance when the leader detects and removes the previously failed leader.

Next, a server fails; the leader handles the failure in two steps, both bringing an increase in throughput. First, it stops replicating log entries on the server since its QPs are inaccessible; second, after a number of failed attempts to send a heartbeat (we use two in our evaluation), the leader removes the server. The removal of the failed server is followed by two other servers joining the group; note that these joins have similar effects as the previous ones. Once the group is back to a full size, the leader receives a request to decrease the size, which implies an increase in throughput.

In the new configuration, the leader fails again having a similar effect as the previous leader failure. After a new leader is elected, another server joins the group. Finally, the new leader decreases the group size to three. However, this operation entails the removal of two servers, one of them being the leader. Thus, the group is shorty unavailable until a new leader is elected.

Workloads. The results of Figure 7b are valid for either read-only or write-only client SMs; yet, usually, this is not the case. Figure 7c shows DARE’s throughput when

---

Footnote:

1DARE: [http://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Parallel_Programming/DARE](http://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Parallel_Programming/DARE)
applying real-world inspired workloads to a group of three servers. In particular, we use two workloads: read-heavy and update-heavy [8]. The read-heavy workload consist of 95% reads; it is representative for applications such as photo tagging. The update-heavy workload consist of 50% writes; it is representative for applications such as an advertisement log that records recent user activities. For read-heavy workload, the throughput slightly fluctuates when more than one client sends requests. This is because DARE ensures linearizable semantics [19]; in particular, the leader cannot answer read requests until it answers all the preceding write requests. Also, by interleaving read and write requests, DARE cannot take advantage of batching; thus, for update-heavy workloads, the throughput saturates faster.

**DARE vs. other RSMs.** We conclude DARE’s evaluation by comparing it with other state of the art RSM protocols and implementations. In particular, we measure the latency of four applications: ZooKeeper (ZK), a service for coordinating processes of distributed applications [20]; etcd\(^2\), a key-value store that uses Raft [35] for reliability; and PaxosSB [23] and Libpaxos\(^3\), both implementations of the Paxos protocol [25,26], providing support only for writes.

For each application, we implemented a benchmark that measures the request latency in a similar manner as for DARE—a single client sends requests of varying size to a group of five servers. All applications use TCP/IP for communication; to allow a fair comparison, we utilize TCP/IP over InfiniBand (“IP over IB”). Also, for the applications that rely on stable storage, we utilize a RamDisk (an in-memory filesystem) as storage location. Figure 8b shows the request latency of the four applications on our system. For ZooKeeper, we observe a minimal read latency of \(\approx 120\mu s\); the put performance depends on the disk performance, and with a RamDisk, it oscillates around \(380\mu s\). In the case of etcd, a read requests takes around \(1.6\, ms\), while a write request takes almost \(50\, ms\). For both PaxosSB and Libpaxos, we measured only the write latency. While PaxosSB answers a write requests in around \(2.6\, ms\), Libpaxos, with around \(320\, \mu s\), attains a write latency lower than ZooKeeper.

In addition, Figure 8b compares our protocol against all four applications. The latency of DARE is at least 22 times lower for read accesses and 35 times lower for write accesses. Also, we evaluate DARE’s write throughput against ZooKeeper; in particular, we set up an experiment were 9 clients send requests to a group of three servers. With a write throughput of \(\approx 270\) MiB/s, ZooKeeper is around \(1.7x\) below the performance achieved by DARE. Finally, we compare DARE with the Chubby lock service [4]. Yet, since we cannot evaluate it on our system, we use the latency measurement from the original paper [4]. Chubby achieves read latencies of under \(1\, ms\) and write latencies of around \(5-10\, ms\). Thus, DARE’s performance is more than two orders of magnitude higher.

7. RELATED WORK

The importance of practical resilient services sparked numerous proposals for protocols and implementations so that...
we can only discuss the most related approaches here. Starting from Lamport’s original works on Paxos for solving consensus [25, 26], several practical systems have been proposed [9, 23]. Although the Paxos protocol ensures both safety and liveness, it is difficult both to understand and to implement. This led to a series of practical RSM protocols and implementations, that are at their heart similar to Paxos but simplify the protocol to foster understanding and implementability, such as VViewstamped Replication [29], Raft [35], ZooKeeper [20], and Chubby [4]. In general, DARE is different from these approaches in that it is designed for RDMA semantics instead of relying on messages. In this way, we achieve lowest latency in combination with high throughput which benefits client applications that cannot pipeline requests and require strong consistency.

Other attempts were made to increase the performance of key-value stores through RDMA; yet, they are using RDMA either as an optimization for message passing [22] or only for reading data [13, 32]. DARE uses RDMA for both read and write requests. In addition, unique features of RDMA, such as queue pair management, allow us to design wait-free protocols for normal operation.

Furthermore, a series of optimizations were proposed for solving consensus, such as distributing the load by allowing multiple servers to answer requests and answering non-interfering requests out-of-order [27, 30, 34]. While DARE does not consider these optimizations, we believe they could be added to our design with moderate effort. Also, highly scalable systems, such as distributed hash tables, offer high throughput by relaxing the consistency model [11, 28]. DARE’s scalability is limited since it guarantees strong consistency for both reads and writes.

Finally, our fine-grained failure model, where remote CPUs can fail but their memory is still usable, is very similar to Disk Paxos [15]. Our work focuses on the fast implementation of this model with minimal overheads over realistic RDMA systems. Also, the idea of an in-memory RSM has been analyzed before [1, 29]. Yet, most practical systems utilize disks for saving the state on stable storage [20, 35], resulting in higher latency; while we can do this as well, we argue that it may not be necessary to achieve high reliability. Other systems reduce the latency by replacing disk storage with NVRAM; for example, ORFU uses a cluster of flash devices to offer a shared log abstraction [3]; however, it requires an RSM for reconfiguration.

8. DISCUSSION

Does it scale to thousands of servers? Leader-based RSM protocols are limited in scalability due to their dependency on consensus. Thus, DARE is intended to store metadata of more complex operations. A strategy to increase scalability would be partitioning data into multiple (reliable) DARE groups and delivering client requests through a routing mechanism [41]. Yet, routing requests that involve multiple groups would require consensus.

What about stable storage? Using stable storage, such as RAID systems, can further increase data reliability. Yet, waiting for requests to commit to disk would be too slow for normal latency-critical operations. While our protocol can easily be extended to facilitate this (one could even use additional InfiniBand disk storage or NVRAM targets directly), we currently only consider to periodically save the SM to disk. In case of a very unlikely catastrophic failure (more than half of the servers fail), one may still be able to retrieve from disk the slightly outdated SM. This is consistent with the behavior of most file-system caches today.

Can weaker consistency requirements be supported? DARE reads could be sped up significantly if any server could answer requests (not only the leader). This would also disencumber the leader who could process writes faster; yet, clients may read an outdated version of the data.

9. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate how modern RDMA networks can accelerate linearizable state machine replication by more than an order of magnitude compared to traditional TCP/IP-based protocols. Our RDMA-based RSM protocol and prototype DARE provide wait-free log replication and utilize RDMA features in innovative ways. For example, the queue pair connection management is extensively used to control log access during leader election and in failure situations.

An analysis of DARE’s reliability shows that only five DARE servers are more reliable and 35x faster than storing the data on a RAID-5 system. This is mainly because an RDMA system is potentially more resilient—despite a fail-stop failure of the CPU or OS, a server is still accessible via RDMA. Our implementation allows operators to offer strongly consistent services in datacenters; we expect that RDMA-based protocols will quickly become a standard for performance-critical applications.
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